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Abstract
The recent work by Rendle et al. (2020), based
on empirical observations, argues that matrix-
factorization collaborative filtering (MCF) com-
pares favorably to neural collaborative filtering
(NCF), and conjectures the dot product’s supe-
riority over the feed-forward neural network as
similarity function. In this paper, we address the
comparison rigorously by answering the follow-
ing questions: 1. what is the limiting expressivity
of each model; 2. under the practical gradient
descent, to which solution does each optimiza-
tion path converge; 3. how would the models
generalize under the inductive and transductive
learning setting. Our results highlight the simi-
lar expressivity for the overparameterized NCF
and MCF as kernelized predictors, and reveal the
relation between their optimization paths. We fur-
ther show their different generalization behaviors,
where MCF and NCF experience specific tradeoff
and comparison in the transductive and inductive
collaborative filtering setting. Lastly, by showing
a novel generalization result, we reveal the critical
role of correcting exposure bias for model evalua-
tion in the inductive setting. Our results explain
some of the previously observed conflicts, and
we provide synthetic and real-data experiments to
shed further insights to this topic.

1. Introduction
Neural collaborative filtering (NCF) and matrix factorization
collaborative filtering (MCF) are the two major approaches
for learning the user-item embeddings and combining them
into similarity scores. From the early stage of collabora-
tive filtering (CF), the factorization methods are actively
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explored thanks to their interpretability and computation
advantage. (Koren et al., 2009; Koren, 2008; Rendle, 2010).
In recent years, the success of deep learning in various other
domains has motivated the adaptation of universal model ar-
chitectures, such as the feedforward neural network (FFN),
to CF tasks. A prevalent practice is to use FFN to combine
the user and item embeddings, which is referred to as the
NCF (He et al., 2017). As a consequence, the comparison
between MCF and NCF was led by whether the similarity
measurement should be computed by the dot product, or
learnt by the FFN in a data-adaptive fashion. He et al. (2017)
claims that NCF is superior because it is capable of express-
ing MCF under a particular parameterization. Since then, a
significant proportion of new models use FFN as the default
similarity function, and they are often reported with more
competitive performances than MCF (Zhang et al., 2019).
Nevertheless, a recent paper argues based on empirical evi-
dence that after training, FFN is unable to reconstruct the
dot-product computation, and NCF can be outperformed by
the MCF (Rendle et al., 2020).

It is not of surprise that the controversy arises since our
understandings of both methods, specially NCF, are still
somewhat limited from the theoretical standpoint. In partic-
ular, He et al. (2017) does not consider how training affects
the parameters’ dynamics, as well as how it alters the model
expressivity in comparison with the dot-product formulation.
Likewise, the conjectures in Rendle et al. (2020) regarding
the trained FFN are based on empirical observations so
the conclusions may not generalize to other settings. On
the other hand, while MCF has been studied intensively
under the matrix completion framework with many theo-
retical guarantees (Candès & Recht, 2009; Srebro et al.,
2004; Srebro & Shraibman, 2005; Candès & Recht, 2009),
it is nevertheless unclear how the inductive bias of using
gradient descent training can affect the performance.

In addition to the choice of model, which is the main focus
of the previous literature, we find that the testing perfor-
mance is closely connected to how the tasks are designed,
including the learning setting (inductive or transductive)
as well as the relation between the empirical and exposure
distribution. Towards that end, we summarize several major
questions that prompt the ongoing debate:
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1. what is the expressive power of (what functions can be
efficiently expressed by) each model, both at initialization
and during training;

2. among the potentially many global optimum (due to the
overparameterization), which solutions will be located by
the practical gradient descent optimization;

3. how would the training performances generalize to the
unseen data which can be either obtained as random hold-
outs of a fixed finite population (the transductive setting) or
i.i.d samples according to some underlying distribution (the
inductive setting).

We point out that the third question is particularly compli-
cated for CF. When viewing CF as a matrix completion
problem, the training and testing data are constructed via
random splits of the finite matrix index set, and are thus fixed
before training. On the other hand, when treating the testing
data as new i.i.d samples, the exposure bias (Chen et al.,
2020) causes the discrepancy between: how the training data
are sampled in practice (often according to the empirical
data distribution), and which testing distribution to gener-
alize (users are more likely to interact with items that are
exposed to them). As a consequence, the same model can
show various generalization behaviors in different settings.

Answering each question requires in-depth understandings
for the underlying modelling, optimization and generaliza-
tion mechanisms. This paper also aims to explain how the
different factors contribute to the controversies in the previ-
ous literature. The recent developments in the neural tangent
kernel (NTK) provide powerful tools to study the limiting
behavior of overparameterized models (Jacot et al., 2018).
We leverage them to first study the expressivity of NCF and
MCF and reveal their relations via the lens of kernelized
predictors. By studying the local updates in the space of
parameters, we then provide a unified analysis on the in-
ductive bias of gradient descent (Soudry et al., 2018) for
both NCF and MCF. We find that both optimization paths
converge in direction to some norm-constraint max-margin
solutions. While our result is a restatement for the FFN
(Gunasekar et al., 2018a), it is novel for MCF and con-
nects the two cases. By further deriving the (provably tight)
norm-constraint capacities of NCF and MCF, we show their
different generalization behaviors under the transductive
and inductive learning setting. We also reveal a novel gener-
alization result that accounts for the discrepancy between
the empirical data and exposure distribution. We conclude
our contributions as follow.

1. We reveal the limiting expressivity of NCF and MCF as
kernelized predictors under a specific type of kernel that
conforms to the collaborative filtering principle.

2. We provide a unified analysis that shows for NCF and
MCF the gradient descent converge to the corresponding

max-margin solutions.

3. We study and compare the transductive and inductive
generalization behaviors for NCF and MCF, and provide
a novel generalization result for the inductive setting that
accounts for the impact of exposure.

4. We provide experiments on synthetic and real-data to
examine and illustrate our results in practical applications.

Compared with Rendle et al. (2020), we reveal the complex
dynamics of model expressivity, optimization and gener-
alization that underlies the comparison between MCF and
NCF. Our results rigorously justify the conclusions drawn
under each perspective and problem instance.

2. Related Work
The kernel induced by deep learning models, specially the
neural tangent kernel (NTK), has been identified as the key
component to study the limiting behavior of overparameter-
ized neural networks (Daniely et al., 2016; Jacot et al., 2018;
Yang, 2019; Chizat & Bach, 2019) and connect the gradi-
ent flow training to the reproducing kernel Hilbert space
(RHKS) (Arora et al., 2019c; Mei et al., 2019).

Nevertheless, the limiting-width (scale) results may not
fully explain the success of training practical models to zero
loss and still being able to generalize (Zhang et al., 2016).
Towards that end, considerable efforts are spent studying
the optimization geometry and the inductive bias of gradient
descent (Soudry et al., 2018), and the convergence results
have been shown for various FFN models (Lyu & Li, 2019;
Gunasekar et al., 2018a; Chizat & Bach, 2020). However,
the analogous results for matrix factorization are mostly
established for the the matrix sensing problem under the
squared loss (Gunasekar et al., 2018a; Arora et al., 2019a; Li
et al., 2018), and are therefore not application to the implicit
recommendation setting1, which is the focus of this paper.

Finally, while the generalization results of FFN and matrix
factorization have been studied previously (Wei et al., 2019;
Srebro et al., 2004; Srebro & Shraibman, 2005), their set-
tings and assumptions are different from the collaborative
filtering tasks (see Section 6 for detail), and are therefore
less informative for analyzing NCF and MCF. On the other
hand, despite the increasing recognition of adjusting for the
exposure bias when training and evaluating recommenders
(Xu et al., 2020; Schnabel et al., 2016; Liang et al., 2016;
Yang et al., 2018; Gilotte et al., 2018), it is unclear how
the common re-weighting approach affects generalization.
This line of research also relates to the data missing-not-
at-random (MNAR) domain, where the inverse propensity
weighting method is heavily investigated in the context of

1The users express their interests implicitly, e.g. via click or
not click, instead of providing explicit ratings.
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recommender systems (Yang et al., 2018; Saito et al., 2020).

3. Notations and Background
To be consistent with the reference work of Rendle et al.
(2020), we also adopt the implicit feedback setting which is
more practical for the modern recommender systems.

We use u ∈ U and i ∈ I to denote the user and item, and
use D = {(u, i) |u ∈ U , i ∈ I} to denote the collected
user-item interactions. The vectors, random variables, and
matrices and denoted by the lower-case bold-font, upper-
case, and upper-case bold-fond letters. The vector `2 norm,
matrix Frobenius norm and nuclear norm are given by ‖ · ‖2,
‖ · ‖F , and ‖ · ‖∗. The sigmoid function is given by σ(·).

We use yu,i ∈ {−1,+1} to denote the implicit user feed-
back, ou,i ∈ {0, 1} to indicate if the item has been ex-
posed to the user, and PO to denote the exposure distri-
bution: p(Ou,i = 1). The empirical data distribution is
denoted by Pn. The classification model (predictor) is se-
lected from F = {f(θ; ·) |θ ∈ Θ}. We use F (θ) to
denote the decision boundary associated with f(θ; ·), and
use `(·) to denote the loss function. Both MCF and NCF
use embeddings to represent user and items2, which we de-
note by zu, zi ∈ Rd. Throughout this paper, we assume
the models are overparameterized, so analytically there ex-
ists parameterizations θ∗ that perfectly separates the data:
∀(u, i) ∈ D : yu,if(θ

∗; (u, i)) ≥ 0.

3.1. Dot product and learnt similarity

The general formulation of MCF is given by3:

fMCF(u, i) := f
(
(ZU ,ZI); (u, i)

)
= 〈zu, zi〉,

where ZU and ZI are matrix collections of the user and
item embeddings. When viewed as the matrix comple-
tion problem, MCF relies only on the dot product to com-
pute the similarity and recover the observed user-feedback
matrix Y ∈ R|U|×|I| by minimizing: L

(
Zu,Zi

)
=

1
|D|
∑

(u,i)∈D `
(〈

Yu,i,
[
ZUZᵀ

I

]
u,i

〉)
.

The NCF, on the other hand, employs a feed-forward neu-
ral network φ(θNN; ·) to learn the similarity of the user
and item by first combining their embeddings via addition
or concatenation4: fNCF-a(u, i) := φ

(
θNN; zu + zi

)
and

fNCF-c(u, i) := φ(θNN; [zu, zi]
)
. Without loss of generality,

we assume the following multi-layer percepton (using the

2The user and item embeddings are allowed to have different di-
mensions in NCF. Here, we assume they have the same dimensions
to be comparable to MCF.

3Some previous work reformulate MCF as: βu+βi+ 〈zu, zi〉,
which is a special case of the general formulation.

4The original paper of He et al. (2017) suggests using the con-
catenation, but in our experiments we find adding the embeddings
sometimes provide superior performances so we study them both.

addition x := zu + zi as an example):

φ(θNN;x) = W1σ̃(W2x), W1 ∈ R1×d1 , W2 ∈ Rd1×d,

where σ̃(·) is the ReLU activation. The risk is then given
by: L

(
θNN,Zu,Zi

)
= 1
|D|
∑

(u,i)∈D `
(
yu,i, f

NCF(u, i)
)
.

3.2. Transductive and inductive learning for
collaborative filtering

Transductive and inductive learning differ primarily in
whether the learnt patterns shall generalize to a specific
testing data dependent on the training data, or the samples
with respect to some distribution of the population from
which the training data is also drawn (Vapnik, 1982; Olivier
et al., 2006). For CF in practice, the two learning settings
may appear in different scenarios, and each setting can be
found suitable by particular tasks.

Specifically for collaborative filtering, transductive learning
treats the training and testing (u, i) pairs as obtained in ad-
vance via a random split of the finite D, which is equivalent
to sampling without replacement and thus the dependency
between the training and testing data. Compared with the
inductive learning whose testing samples are drawn from
some unknown distribution over the (u, i) indices, transduc-
tive learning aims at a specific subset of (u, i) pairs. The
traditional CF tasks, such as movie rating and item-to-item
recommendation, are better characterized by transductive
learning because their goal is to predict well on a specific
subset of entries whose indices are also known in advance.

However, for the negative-sampling-based training and eval-
uation approach, which often applies to the modern large-
scale problems, the data is characterized by an incoming
stream of i.i.d samples. As such, inductive learning appears
to be the more appropriate setting, yet there still exists a
critical gap caused by the exposure bias: the underlying
distribution is often shifted by how the items were exposed
to users. Inversely weighting each sample by its exposure
probability gives the unbiased estimator as if the exposure
was uniformly as random (Schnabel et al., 2016), i.e.

EPO

[ 1

|D|
∑

(u,i)∈D

`(yu,i, ŷu,i)

p(Ou,i = 1)

]
=

1

|D|
∑

(u,i)∈D

`(yu,i, ŷu,i)

p(Ou,i = 1)
p(Ou,i = 1)

= EP̂unif
[`(Y, Ŷ )].

The uniform exposure scenario is ideal because the training
and testing will not be affected by the previous exposure,
thus leading to fair evaluation and comparison. Clearly, the
inverse weighting approach can effectively correct for the
distribution shift caused by the exposure bias if p(Ou,i = 1)
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is known in advance. We will discuss in Section 7 the lim-
itation of this presumption. Another view of the reweight-
ing method is to think of the testing distribution as Punif,
which is uniform on D, and the training distribution as
P (Ou,i = 1), which corresponds to the previous exposure.

3.3. Experiment Setup

We use the MovieLens-100K5 dataset for the real-data and
semi-synthetic experiments. Following Rendle et al. (2020)
and (He et al., 2017), we first covert the data to implicit
feedback by treating the positive ratings as clicks. The
primary reasons for using this relatively smaller dataset
(which consists of the 100,000 ratings from 1,000 users on
1,700 movies) is the concerning computation feasibility:

1. to show the limiting expressivity and convergence results,
we often need to compute the ground truth by solving convex
optimization problems exactly and run the gradient descent
optimization for several thousands of epochs;

2. a recent paper points out that ranking metrics computed
via subsampling can be misleading in practice (Rendle,
2019), so we conduct full scans for metric computation.

The MCF and NCF are implemented with Tensorflow us-
ing the stochastic gradient descent optimizer and log loss:
`(u) = log(1 + exp(−u)). All the ranking metrics, i.e.
ranking AUC, top-k hitting rate (HR@k) and normalized
discounted cumulative gain (NDCG@K), are computed af-
ter ranking all the movies for the user. Following (Rendle
et al., 2020; He et al., 2017), for each user, we use the last
interaction for testing and the rest for training and validation,
and equip each positive sample with four negative samples
unless specified otherwise. The detailed settings for each
section are relegated to the appendix. All the reported results
are computed from ten repetitions.

4. The Limiting Expressivity and
Collaborative Filtering Kernel

The key challenge for directly comparing the expressivity
of dot product and learnt similarity is that the parameters
are constantly changing during the gradient descent update:
θ(t) = θ(t−1) − η∇L(θ(t−1)). The different training dy-
namics and the randomness in initialization prohibit the
shoulder-to-shoulder comparison, unless we can find some
key factors invariant to training and decisive for model ex-
pressivity. A feasible direction is toward the infinite-width
domain6, where the overparameterized models are observed
to converge to zero training loss while their parameters
hardly vary (Allen-Zhu et al., 2019; Du et al., 2019). The in-

5https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/100k/
6The width of each layer tends to infinity, i.e. d, d1 → ∞ for

the models in Section 3.1. Here, we assume d1 = d, w.l.o.g.

variant factor that is recognized to fully describe the training
dynamics is the neural tangent kernel (NTK) (Jacot et al.,
2018; Arora et al., 2019b):

K
(
(u, i), (u′, i′)

)
=
〈
∇f
(
θ; (u, i)

)
,∇f

(
θ; (u′, i′)

)〉
,

which is a fixed quantity that depends only on the model
architecture as d→∞. We refer to the model expressivity
under the infinite-width NTK as its limiting expressivity.

To see the critical role of a fixed NTK for model expres-
sivity, note that by Taylor expansion, infinite-width MF
and FFN behave like a linear function around their scaled
initializations (i.i.d with N(0, α/d) for some constant α):

f
(
θ; (u, i)

)
= f

(
θ(0); (u, i)

)
+〈

θ − θ(0),∇f
(
θ(0); (u, i)

)〉
+O

(√
1/d
)
.

Analytically, we can always use reparameterization to dis-
card the intercept term f

(
θ(0); (u, i)

)
by finding f(θ; ·) =

g(θ1; ·)− g(θ1; ·) and letting θ
(0)
1 = θ

(0)
2 . Therefore, the

limiting expressivity of f
(
θ; (u, i)

)
is well-approximated

by
〈
θ − θ(0),∇f

(
θ(0); (u, i)

)〉
as d → ∞. It is now a

straightforward analogy that∇f
(
θ(0); (u, i)

)
plays the role

of the feature lift that maps all the (u, i) pair to their repre-
sentations in the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RHKS)
induced by the NTK, i.e. K : (U , I)× (U , I)→ R (Shawe-
Taylor et al., 2004). Consequently, under the infinite-width
limit, applying gradient descent in the original function
space is equivalent to finding the optimal RHKS predictor.

We point out that the RHKS view of MCF and NCF during
optimization is a natural continuation of their expressive
power at initialization. At initialization, the dot-product
formulation of MCF directly characterizes the Gram matrix
for the user-item similarity kernel (Paterek, 2007), and stan-
dard FFN is known to concentrate to a Gaussian process
characterized by its covariance kernel (Neal, 1996; Yang,
2019). In the sequel, we wish to understand the relation
between the NTK of MCF and NCF, and find out which
solutions are optimal in the corresponding RHKS. Interest-
ingly, both MCF and NCF lead to a specific type of kernel
that we believe interprets collaborative filtering in principle.
We summarize the results as below.
Theorem 1. LetDtrain ⊆ D be the training data. Under the
exponential loss `(u) = exp(−u) or log loss `(u) = log(1+
exp(−u)), by applying gradient descent with small learning
rate and scaled initializations, the decision boundary for
infinite-width MCF and NCF connects to the minimum-norm
RHKS predictor via:

lim
t→∞

lim
d→∞

F
( θ(t)

‖θ(t)‖2

)
stationary points of→{

argmin
f :(U,I)→R

∥∥f∥∥
KCF

s.t. yu,if(u, i) ≥ 1, ∀(u, i) ∈ Dtrain

}
,
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where ‖ · ‖K is the induced RKHS norm and KCF is the
collaborative filtering kernel parameterized via:

KCF
(
(u, i), (u′, i′)

)
= a+ b · 1[i = i′] + c · 1[u = u′],

for some a, b, c ≥ 0 when (u, i) 6= (u′, i′).

Figure 1: The comparison between the RKHS predictors in
Theorem 1 and their corresponding MCF or NCF methods
on the testing data. We use LIBSVM (Chang & Lin, 2011)
for the kernelized support vector machine (SVM). The sub-
sampling is performed by sampling 200 items according to
the popularity, and sampling 200 users uniformly at random.
For each (u, i) pair with a positive feedback, we sample
different number of negative instances without replacement
to obtain the desired sample size of N . We set d = 128 and
d1 = 64 for MCF and NCF to approximate the large-width
setting as the dataset is very small. To be consistent with the
theory, we use the standard scaled normal initialization and
train 3,000 epochs under the constant learning rate 0.01.

For instance, under the standard scaled initialization
N(0, 1/d), we have a = 0, b = c = 1 for KMCF;
a = 1/π, b = c = 1

2 −
1
2π for KNCF-c, and a = 1/π,

b = c = 1
2 −

(2−
√
3)

2π for KNCF-a. The details and proofs are
relegated to the appendix.

The significance of Theorem 1 is that we now have a dual
charactierzation of model expressivity for the trained MCF
and NCF via the lens of RKHS predictors. Furthermore,
KCF provide a natural kernel interpretation for the CF prin-
ciple by emphasizing how predictions are made from the
collaborative user or item signal. Recall from the standard
SVM arguments that the limiting classifier in Theorem 1 is

given by:

f(u′, i′) =
∑

(u,i)∈Dtrain

αu.iyu,iKCF
(
(u, i), (u′, i′)

)
,

where αu,i ≥ 0 are the corresponding dual variables
(Drucker et al., 1997). Specifically for KCF, the value of
a, which gives the kernel value when u 6= u′ and i 6= i′,
captures the global (population) bias; b and c capture the
relative importance7 of neighboring data points who share
the same user or item. In Figure 1, we compare the testing
results of large-width MCF, NCF and their KCF-induced
SVM on the sampled subsets of the MovieLens data. The
subsampling is necessary because the kernel method has a
space complexity ofO

(
|D|× |D|

)
. We observe highly com-

parable results from the trained CF and their corresponding
RHKS predictor on testing data, which suggests their similar
limiting performances 8.

Therefore, regardless of the distinguished formulations of
dot product and learnt similarity, both MCF and NCF are
capable of expressing the same type of RKHS predictor in
their limit. The only difference lies in their specific ker-
nel parameterization, which immediately implies that each
model’s limiting performance can depend on the specific
data distribution. In particular, Bartlett & Mendelson (2002)
show that the inductive generalization performance of the
RKHS predictor in Theorem 1 satisfies:

Test error ≤ Train error +O
(√

αᵀKCFα · trace(KCF)

|Dtrain|

)
,

where α is the vector of dual variables which are data-
dependent. Therefore, it is impossible to draw an exclu-
sively comparison between the two methods, because each
dataset can cause a particular α that lead to different com-
parisons of αᵀKCFα. Consequently, our results suggest
that the comparison between MCF and NCF should not be
concluded sightly just based on their expressivity, at least
not in the limiting sense. We still need to understand how
the parameterization interacts with gradient descent under
the practical model size and initialization, which are the
topics of the next section.

5. Optimization Paths of MCF and NCF
under Gradient Descent

The key observation that motivates this section is that when
trained with gradient descent on the MovieLens data with-
out using any explicit regularization (Figure 3), the classi-
fication and ranking metric on testing data keep increasing

7We illustrate in the appendix on how the relative magnitude
of a, b, c can be changed by the initializations.

8The results does not imply that MCF and NCF can be effec-
tively replaced in practice because the kernel methods are imprac-
tical even for moderate recommendation dataset.
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while the training loss decreases to zero. Our observation
is consistent with Zhang et al. (2016) and the follow-up
analysis of Soudry et al. (2018); Gunasekar et al. (2018b),
that gradient descent carries the inductive bias of selecting
the global optimum that tends to generalize well. Since this
phenomenon may hold for any model size and initialization
as pointed out by Soudry et al. (2018), the underlying mech-
anism may provide a more complete understanding of the
trained MCF and NCF in addition to the previous section.

Also, in Figure 3, we show another phenomenon that the
norms of parameter matrices diverge as the loss converges to
zero. It is not a surprising result since the gradient-descent
training is conducted under the following conditions9:

C1. The loss function has the exponential-tail behavior such
as the exponential loss and log loss;

C2. Both the MCF and NCF in Section 3.1 are L-
homogeneous, i.e. f(θ; ·) = ‖θ‖L2 ·f

(
θ/‖θ‖2; ·

)
for some

L > 0, and have some smoothness property;

C3. The data is separable with respect to the overparameter-
ized MCF and NCF (introduced in Section 3).

For clarity purpose, we consider the exponential loss `(u) =
exp(−u). Setting aside the technical details, the heuristic
explanation is that with a proper learning rate, gradient
descent on smooth objectives converges to the stationary
points (gradient vanishes). Since the gradient is given by:

1

|D|
∑

(u,i)∈D

−yu,i exp
(
− yu,if

(
θ; (u, i)

))
∇f
(
θ; (u, i)

)
,

disregarding the corner cases where the gradient terms are
linear dependent, the necessary condition for a zero gradient
is: ∀(u, i) ∈ D : yu,if

(
θ; (u, i)

)
→ ∞, which implies

that ‖θ‖2 →∞ since f is homogeneous. The norm diver-
gence plays an important role here because the loss function
is now dominated by: min(u,i)∈D yu,if

(
θ; (u, i)

)
, which

corresponds to the worst margin, due to the fact that the
loss function has an exponential behavior. Therefore, as
the parameter norm diverges, the direction of the optimiza-
tion path resembles that of the hard-margin SVM (shown as
below) since D is separable.

max
θ:‖θ‖2≤1

min
(u,i)∈D

yu,if
(
θ; (u, i)

)
,

The same reasoning holds for MCF under the nuclear
norm, since it relates to the `2 norm via: ‖X‖∗ =
1
2 minUVᵀ=X(‖U‖2F + ‖V‖2F ).

Providing the rigorous arguments for the above heuristic is
nontrivial since f(θ; ·) can be non-convex for NCF, so the
connection between stationarity and optimality can be tricky.

9The more refined discussions for each condition, as well as
their implications, are provided in the appendix.

We refer to a similar idea in Lyu & Li (2019), which bridges
the discrepancy by showing a specific type of constraint
qualification that leads to the KKT points. We summarize
our results as below.

Theorem 2. Under condition C1, C2 and C3, with a small
constant learning rate, θNCF := [θNN,ZU ,ZI ] converges in
direction, i.e. limt→∞ θ(t)/‖θ(t)‖2, to the KKT point of:

min ‖θ‖2 s.t. yu,if
NCF(θ; (u, i)) ≥ 1, ∀(u, i) ∈ Dtrain.

The predictor of MCF: X = ZUZᵀ
I converges in direction,

i.e. limt→∞X(t)/‖X(t)‖∗, to the stationary point of:

min ‖X‖∗ s.t. yu,iXu,i ≥ 1, ∀(u, i) ∈ Dtrain. (1)

Theorem 2 extends the results in Soudry et al. (2018); Lyu &
Li (2019); Gunasekar et al. (2018b) to matrix factorization
setting, and complements Gunasekar et al. (2018a); Arora
et al. (2019a) who study matrix sensing under the squared
loss. We also provide a unified proof in the appendix.

Figure 2: We adopt the sub-sampled dataset described in
Figure 1. We first use the CVX solver (Grant & Boyd, 2014)
to obtain the exact solutions of the convex programming
of e.q. (1). In contrast to the optimization setup of Figure
1, here we consider the more practical scenario by using
the unscaled N(0, 0.1) initialization, the moderate width of
d = 32 and the learning rate of 0.1. We do not show the
error bar in the line charts for visualization clarity.

The optimization paths described in Theorem 2 reveal an
intrinsic difference between MCF and NCF in terms of
which minimum-norm solutions are tended by the gradient
descent in a practical setting. Since the corresponding hard-
margin SVM problem for MCF (state in (1)) is convex, we
are able to to obtain its exact global minimum, and use it
as an oracle to compare with the actual behavior of MCF
during training. We particularly focus on the margins of the
normalized (by nuclear norm) predictor, which we denote
by γ. In Figure 2, we first verify that the nuclear norm
divergence indeed accompanies the convergence of training
loss. Crucially, both ‖γKCF − γMCF‖2 and minγMCF −
minγKCF converge (by decreasing and increasing) to zero,
as anticipated by the conclusions of Theorem 2.

Compared with Section 4, the results here reveal optimiza-
tion path as a more likely factor that distinguishes MCF and
NCF in practice. The nuclear-norm and `2-norm constraint
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optimization paths imply the different capacities of the pre-
dictor, whose impact on the generalization performance is
among the core investigation in the learning theory. We
provide the detailed characterization and their comparisons
in the next section.

6. Generalization for Transdutive and
Inductive Collaborative Filtering

Before we state the main results, we point out that our setting
covers a broad range of settings for MCF and NCF. Firstly,
we consider the neural network in NCF to be any q−layer
FFN, i.e. parameterized by [W1, . . . ,Wq,ZU ,ZI ], with
ReLU activation. Secondly, we allow the explicit `2-norm
regularizations, which are sometimes found useful to im-
prove model performance under finite-step training. To-
gether with the results from Section 5, we expect that both
MCF and NCF will tend to the norm-constraint solutions,
either by training toward convergence without the explicit
norm regularization or by training under the explicit norm
regularizations.

As we mentioned in Section 3.2, the transductive and induc-
tive CF requires studying different generalization mecha-
nisms, so MCF and NCF may compare differently in each
setting. For inductive CF, the exposure distribution often de-
cides which (u, i) pairs are more likely to appear in the train-
ing data, so its discrepancy with the idea uniform-exposure
scenario under Punif is also a critical factor for a fair com-
parison of MCF and NCF. For transductive CF, the goal
is to bound the classification error on the given Dtest, i.e.
ErrDtest(f) :=

∑
(u,i)∈Dtest

1
[
yu,if(u, i) ≤ 0

]
, while for the

inductive CF we wish to bound E(u,i)∼Punif1
[
yu,if(u, i) ≤

0
]

under the ideal uniform-exposure scenario that we ex-
plained in Section 3. For many real-world problems, and
in the MovieLens dataset that we are experimenting with,
the number of items far exceeds the number of users. So we
assume |U| < |I| without loss of generality.

For the transductive CF, the testing data is often made pro-
portional to the training data so here we assume |Dtest| =
β|Dtrain| for some 0 < β < 1. Notice that Dtest ∩ Dtrain = ∅
due to the sampling without replacement. Also, D =
Dtest ∪ Dtrain. We first state the generalization result for
transductive CF in terms of the classification error.

Theorem 3 (Transductive CF). Let fMCF, fNCF : U ×
I → R be the predictor for MCF and NCF. Suppose that
max(u,i)∈D ‖zu‖2 + ‖zi‖2 ≤ BNCF for NCF with con-
catenation, max(u,i)∈D ‖zu + zi‖2 ≤ BNCF for NCF with
addition, and ‖Wi‖F ≤ λi for i = 1, . . . , q. Also sup-
pose for MCF that

∥∥ZUZᵀ
I

∥∥
∗ ≤ λnuc. Then with proba-

bility at least 1 − δ over the random splits of D, for any

{
fNCF(u, i)

∣∣ (u, i) ∈ D} and γ > 0:

ErrDtest(f
NCF) ≤

∑
(u,i)∈Dtrain

1
[
yu,if

NCF(u, i) ≤ γ
]
+

O
(
(1 + β)

√
qBNCF

∏q
i=1 λi

γβ|Dtrain|1/2

)
+O

(√
log 1/δ

|Dtest|

)
,

and for any
{
fMCF(u, i)

∣∣ (u, i) ∈ D} and γ > 0:

ErrDtest(f
MCF) ≤

∑
(u,i)∈Dtrain

1
[
yu,if

MCF(u, i) ≤ γ
]
+

O
(
(1 + β) 4

√
log |U|

√
|I| · λnuc

γβ|Dtrain|

)
+O

(√
log 1/δ

|Dtest|

)
.

Theorem 3 gives the first NCF generalization result in the
transductive setting, and while the generalization of matrix
sensing has been studied in such as Srebro & Shraibman
(2005) and Candès & Recht (2009), their results are ei-
ther too loose, or require assuming a particular distribution
over the entries. We leverage the more recent results from
random matrix theory to derive more informative bounds
(Bandeira et al., 2016; Tropp, 2015). The proofs are deferred
to the appendix.

The critical implication of Theorem 3 is that MCF is the
more effective method for transductive CF. Even though the
overall asymptotic rate is still controlled by the slack term

O
(√

log 1
δ

/
|Dtest|

)
for both MCF and NCF, we observe a

much faster linear decay with respect to |Dtrain| in the model
complexity term (the second term on RHS of the general-
ization bounds) of MCF. Since we assume the parameter
norms are controlled, it means the advantage of MCF will
be more significant as we collect more observations for the
same set of users and items. The superiority of MCF for
transductive CF is also justified by the experiments, where
it outperforms NCF in terms of all the ranking metrics as
the gradient descent converges to zero training error (Figure
3). Our result also explains some of the previous success
of MCF in such as movie recommendation where the task
resembles transductive CF.

The generalization of inductive CF, on the other hand, re-
quires taking account of the discrepancy between the hy-
pothetical Punif for the uniform exposure scenario, and the
actual exposure distribution PO. As we discussed earlier,
using the samples from Punif for testing essentially means
we want the exposure to be made uniformly at random, so
each (u, i) pair has an equal probability of being exposed. It
eliminates the exposure bias during testing (evaluation), and
is realistic for the modern recommender where the testing
samples are often drawn randomly. Therefore, the empirical
training risk needs to be adjusted such that it unbiasedly es-
timate the desired testing risk under Punif. Otherwise, there
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Figure 3: Analysis and model performances for transductive
CF using the MovieLens data. We use: d = 32, d1 = 16,
initializations of N(0, 0.1) and learning rate as 0.1. All the
ranking metrics are computed on Dtest. The perturbations in
the HR and NDCG plots are caused by averaging over ten
repetitions. The details are provided in the appendix.

is no guarantee for generalization. Towards that end, we
employ the reweighting method introduced in Section 3.1
that effectively corrects the exposure bias of the training
data. The weight for each (u, i) pair is therefore given by
Punif(u, i)/P (Ou,i = 1) = 1/P (Ou,i = 1), and the testing
risk is given by: E(u,i)∼Punif1

[
yu,if(u, i) ≤ 0

]
, which we

denote by the shorthand: ErrPunif(f). We show the gener-
alization bounds for MCF and NCF in the following two
theorems. For brevity, we let n = |Dtrain|.
Theorem 4 (Inductive NCF). Assume the same setting
from Theorem 3. Let Dtrain be the training data drawn i.i.d
according to Punif. Consider the Peasrson χ2-divergence of
two distributions P andQ: D2(P‖Q) =

∫ ((
dP
dQ

)2−1)dQ.
Then with probability at least 1− δ, for all γ > 0:

ErrPunif(f
NCF) ≤

∑
(u,i)∈Dtrain

1

PO(u, i)
1
[
yu,if

NCF(u, i) ≤ γ
]

+O
(√

qBNCF
∏q
i=1 λi ·

√
D2(Punif ‖PO) + 1

γn1/2

)
+ ε,

where ε =
√

log log2(4
√
2/γ)

n +
√

log(1/δ)
n .

Theorem 5 (Inductive MCF). Following Theorem 4, we
now consider another divergence between P and Q:
D1(P‖Q) =

∫ (
dP
dQ

)
dP . For all γ > 0, it holds with

probability at least 1− δ that:

ErrPunif(f
MCF) ≤

∑
(u,i)∈Dtrain

1

PO(u, i)
1
[
yu,if

MCF(u, i) ≤ γ
]

+O
(√D1(Punif ‖PO)

(
(|U|+ |I|)λnuc

)
log 9n

γn1/2

)
+ ε,

where ε = O
(

log(1/δ)+(|U|+|I|)λnuc log 9n
n

)
.

The generalization results for correcting distribution shift
via reweighting are novel and of interest beyond this paper.
The proof of Theorem 4 resembles what we show in our
concurrent work of Xu et al. (2021b), and we employ the
classical "double sampling" trick and a covering number
argument to prove Theorem 5. Note that we use different
types of divergence in the bounds of NCF and MCF, which
is a matter of technical necessity. Nevertheless, they lead to
the same conclusions as we discuss below.
Remark 1. The bounds in Theorem 3 and 4 are tight up
to constants, and the log n rate in Theorem 5 might be im-
proved, which we discuss in detail in the appendix. The
takeaway is that those bounds provide a sound theoretical
basis for comparing the models’ generalization guarantees.
However, we point out that the bounds are not comparable
across transductive and inductive setting because the mean-
ings of generalization are different. It is possible to obtain
post-hoc generalization bounds, i.e. plug in the trained pa-
rameters’ norms, using the technique in Koltchinskii et al.
(2002), which is beyond the scope of this paper.

We first observe from Theorem 4 and 5 that in the inductive
setting, the rates of generalization are different for NCF
and MCF in the asymptotic regime: the NCF has a more

favorable
√

1
n rate. Crucially, in the more interested finite-

sample regime, MCF still has an explicit dependency on |U|
and |I| even when λnuc is controlled. Therefore, regardless
of the rate, MCF’s model complexity still exceeds NCF by
the factor of least

√
|I|, which is significant for modern

applications. Since MCF and NCF can achieve a similar
empirical loss term (the first term on RHS) as they are both
overparameterized, NCF will provide better generalization
performance in the inductive setting.

Furthermore, both Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 reveals the
divergence between Punif and PO as an amplifying factor
of the model complexity. In other words, the model with a
higher complexity will be more difficult to generalize when
the target distribution Punif is further apart from PO. It also
implies that the generalization performance is sensitive to
the exposure, emphasising the importance of using the cor-
rect PO for evaluation. If the exposure is misspecified by
such as using Pn, i.e. not correcting for the exposure bias
at all, the evaluation results may be misleading. In what
follows, we carry out semi-synthetic experiments by control-
ling the exposure mechanism to illustrate our conclusions.

To preserve the inductive bias of the MovieLens dataset
when generating synthetic data, we use the user and item
embeddings learnt from the original dataset for the de-
signed exposure and relevance model. In particular, we
generate the click data according to : p(Yu,i = 1) =
p(Ru,i = 1) · p(Ou,i = 1), where Ru,i indicates the rele-
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Figure 4: The ranking AUC on the testing data when evalu-
ated using the correct exposure (unbiased evaluation), and
treating Punif as the exposure (biased evaluation). We ex-
periment with π ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}. In the plot titles,
the source indicates the model type of gexp and grel, and the
model indicates which CF model we use. The patterns of
the unbiased AUC justifies our theoretical argument that it
is more difficult to generalize for both NCF and MCF when
π gets larger, i.e. the discrepancy increases. The experiment
details are provided in appendix.

vance. Since we have access to the explicit rating scores
from the MovieLens dataset, we first train the relevance
model grel(u, i) as a regression task. We then train the ex-
posure model gexp(u, i) by treating each rating event as an
exposure, and let the designed exposure model be given by:
Pdesign : p(Ou,i = 1) = σ

(
gexp(u, i)

)
. Finally, we tune the

relevance distribution via: p(Ru,i = 1) = σ
(
grel(u, i)−µ

)ρ
,

and the goal is to finding the µ and ρ such that the popula-
tional relevance matches that of the original dataset. We end
up with µ = 3, ρ = 2.

For fair comparisons, we experiment using both fMCF and
fNCF for training grel and gexp so the generating mechanism
would not bias toward one of the CF methods. We introduce
the hyper-parameter π ∈ [0, 1] to control the deviation from
PO to Punif by using the mixture of:

PO = πPdesign + (1− π)Punif

The idea is to use π as a proxy to examine the outcome’s sen-
sitivity to D(Punif ‖PO) and the degree of misspecification
for the exposure model. The various evaluation results are
provided in Figure 4. We see that in the biased evaluation
where the reweighting is not used, the testing performances
drastically change as we increase π. We point out that this
scenario often happens in practice where the exposure bias
is not corrected during testing. The relative lift of NCF to
MCF, which is shown in Figure 5, also suffers from signifi-
cant perturbations as we increase π. In contrast, when using
the unbiased estimation under the correct reweighting, both
the testing metrics and model comparisons are much more
consistent, as we show in both Figure 4 and 5. We conclude
from the results that:

1. in the inductive CF setting that we consider, NCF outper-
forms MCF as suggested by Theorem 4 and 5;

2. when PO is misspecified by such asPunif, the biased
evaluation is very sensitive to the their divergence so the

model comparison results can be misleading.

In this section, we rigorous show for MCF and NCF their
generalization behaviors for the transductive and inductive
CF. Our results suggest MCF is favorable to transductive
CF, while NCF exhibits better guarantees for inductive CF.
We further reveal exposure as a critical factor for correctly
evaluating and comparing models in the inductive setting.
All the conclusions are justified by the numerical results.

Figure 5: Following Figure 4, we compute the relative per-
centage lift of the NCF model over MCF, with respect to the
unbiased and biased ranking AUC. In the xlabel, we specify
the evaluation type, and use source to indicate the model
type of gexp and grel. The lift of NCF w.r.t MCF is much
more consistent under the unbiased evaluation.

7. Summary, Scope and Limitation
We revisit the critical comparison between MCF and NCF
by studying the underlying mechanisms of model expres-
sivity, optimization and generalization. We show that the
comparisons are better characterized by the optimization
paths rather than model expressivity, as they lead to specific
norm-constraint solutions that exhibit meaningful general-
ization patterns under different learning settings. We further
emphasize the crucial role of exposure for model evaluation
in inductive CF. The fact that they receive less attention in
the relevant literature might explain some of the controver-
sial outcomes.

In the concurrent work of Xu et al. (2021a), the authors
primarily study the theoretical perspectives of user and item
embeddings learnt by the skip-gram negative sampling algo-
rithm, which deviates from the scope of regular CF. On the
other hand, some of our analysis is carried out under condi-
tions C1-C3, which may restrict our result to generalize to
the more sophisticated NCF architectures. Also, we do not
study how the various tricks of training and data manipula-
tion could affect our conclusions. Finally, while our results
strongly advocate for unbiased evaluation in the inductive
setting, it is nevertheless very challenging to implement the
inverse weighting approach in practice. It is pointed out by
Xu et al. (2020) that there often exists identifiability issues,
and more importantly, the inverse propensity weighting is
not applicable when the exposure is deterministic. We leave
to future work to study how to leverage reweighting for
recommender systems more effectively.
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